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Enhanced Alarm Output and Integrated 
Fire Control Expansion Controller

MX-EA01

Overview
MX-EA01 Enhanced Alarm Output and Integrated Fire Control Expansion Controller with alarm output and fire 
linkage expansion board, with access controllers, software settings can be achieved with the fire and alarm output 
signals. Four alarm output, software can be freely defined to the host controller of a door or a few gate functions.

MX-EA01 Enhanced Alarm Output and Integrated Fire 
Control Expansion Controller with alarm output and fire 
linkage expansion board, with access controllers, software 
settings can be achieved with the fire and alarm output 
signals. Four alarm output, software can be freely defined 
to the host controller of a door or a few gate functions.

Features
This enhanced Alarm Output and Integrated Fire Control Expansion Panel only can compat 
with the MX-E series controller.

1.4-way alarm output, you can specify which function to which door of the controled area

2.The controller can connect the fire control output, when fire signal received, doors in the 
controlled area will be open automatically, and fire alarm will be recorded.

3.The controller can control: invalid break in alarm, long time unlocking alarm, intimidation 
break in alarm, unlocking linkage ouput, invalid card swiping alarm, integrated fire control 
alarm

4.Allow to change anti-intimidation password

5.The controller can set long time unclocking alarm time: 0-6000 seconds

6.The controller can set the time delay of each output from 0 to 6000 seconds
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Specification

Model MX-EA01

Can Control:

Should pay attention to: 
This enhanced Alarm Output and Integrated Fire Control Expansion 
Panel only can compat with the NS-110 series controller, and the 
software should be V6.6 or higher version.

Invalid Break In Alarm, Long Time Unlocking Alarm, Intimidation Break 
In Alarm, Unlocking Linkage Ouput, Invalid Card Swiping Alarm, 
Integrated Fire Control Alarm

Other: 

Allow to change anti-intimidation password

Package Size 214*36*143mm

Output and input :

4-way input and 4-way alarm output. You can specify which function to 
which door of the controled area .Can connect the fire control output, 
when fire signal received, doors in the controlled area will be open 
automatically, and fire alarm will be recorded.

Can set long time unclocking alarm time: 0-6000 seconds

Unit Packing Way

Can set the time delay of each output from 0 to 6000 seconds

Brown box

User Manual, warranty card, necessary parts for connecting panelAccessories


